EXPANDING POSSIBILITIES PROGRAM
Mind-expanding Entertainment

Regarded as one of the world’s most talented mentalists, Gerard Senehi has a unique message and
impact on his audience. He inspires a sense of greater possibilities, revealing how fixed ideas and
assumptions create the illusion of limitations.
His “Expanding Possibilities” presentation weaves new insights and
questions about possibilities ahead into one of the most entertaining
and mystifying performances of mentalism today. His performance,
real or not, (he doesn’t say to maintain the element of mystery)
creates an atmosphere of openness that allows his audience to
consider new possibilities.
Through playful and captivating demonstrations of impossible feats,
Gerard’s work disarms even the most resolute skeptics, leaving them
curious and more open. Within this space, he inspires people to
consider themselves and their world in a more expansive way.

The Experience

“When we are able to suspend our
ideas, in an ever-evolving world, we can
sense into emerging new possibilities.”

1. Thoroughly entertains and gives audiences a one-of-a-kind
experience.
2. Inspires appreciation for the power of not already knowing.
3. Reveals how openness allows space for what’s new and
inspires deeper collaboration.
4. Empowers a person to reflect on their own experience of
knowing and not knowing in a way that opens possibilities.

The Program
Gerard’s presentation brings people together to participate in unique, evocative, and mystifying events
that are impossible to explain. Audience members witness apparent displays of telekinesis, thought
reading and telepathy. But perhaps most
mystifying of all is when he has them perform
these seemingly impossible acts themselves!
“You were the most talked about
presenter of our entire conference – and
we had some of the most renowned
thinkers in world. Again, truly amazing.”
Tamara Lashchyk
Deutsche Bank

Through animating and altering inanimate
objects and experimenting in many areas of the
paranormal, Gerard appears to effortlessly defy
the laws of nature, begging the same response
from audience members time and again; “That’s
impossible… how does he do that?” For
example: A certified letter containing a
prediction arrives at a participant's office days
before the event. Gerard never goes near it.
During the show the recipient opens the
envelope and it contains a prediction, revealing
coincidences and global events that happened
since the letter was mailed and unforeseeable events that occurred only minutes earlier during the
program! Throughout the performance, Gerard proposes provocative ideas and probing questions,
taking people on a journey beyond what they already know.
The Impact
“We did indeed reach our benchmark! It is
quite mind-bending that we were able to bridge
the yawning gap that we had…. So I want to
thank you for opening the door to the realm
of the possible in the midst of a seemingly
insurmountable challenge. Thank you for
the role you played in getting everyone to
look differently upon the world and to think
in expansive ways. It was brilliant of the
Hostetters to invite you to set the stage at
the Leadership Summit.”
Helena B. Hartnett
Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum

"Everybody, I mean everybody, is still
talking about you. Doctors are gathering in
the physicians lounge trying to bend spoons
and flip pens...there are now 2 groups of
people at the hospital- those that saw you
and those that did not."
Dana Saunders
Carroll Hospital

“We’ve had world class presenters the last 8 years and
you are the only person that people have requested that
you return.”
Alan Cooper, Center for Learning and Innovation, LIJHS

“You inspired all of us -- in such a profound way! The
group was still talking about it today. Your work is so
unique, compelling, unforgettable, and transformative. I
feel so grateful that I was finally able to witness (and even
participate in) your art. It is a true gift to everyone who
experiences it. Thank you!”
Laurie Simoneau, Invision Development, Inc.
"We couldn't find a way to top what you did last year,
and everybody was asking for you to come back!"
Merrill Lynch Global Markets Conference
"So many people came up to me after interacting with you...
they were amazed and enlightened!"
Marc Hodosh, Co-founder, TEDMed

Gerard Senehi has been one of the world’s most successful mentalists, performing for world leaders,
celebrities and many of the largest corporations. He has appeared on numerous television shows
including the Ellen Show, Today Show, Last Call with Carson Daly, Fox News, CNN's NiteBeat, Villa BvD
(Holland), Israel Educational Television, A-Channel
(Canada) TV Globo Int'l (Brazil). Gerard has
presented customized versions of this program for
many companies & conferences including
American Express, UBS, IBM, Ziff Brothers,
Maveron, Imagine Solutions Conference, TedMed,
Sages & Scientists Conference and Global Young
Philanthropist Conference.
These presentations provide inspiring
entertainment with the added value of
"expanding possibilities." It can provide unique
experiences for:
•
•
•

Corporate Board Meetings, Conventions and Motivational Programs
Business and client meetings; to inspire creativity and stretch the mind beyond perceived limits
Fundraising events; to inspire reaching for new goals

